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ABSTRACT
Within the scope of service robotics a natural and adap-
tive dialog is getting more and more important to offer in-
tuitive interaction for users not familiar with the system.
Therefore, service robots have to be aware of the person’s
mood and visual attention. Furthermore, robotic systems
should be able to recognize simple head gestures like head
shaking or nodding as these gestures are a natural way of
human communication. This paper presents a method to
extract these information from image sequences contain-
ing the head of the interaction partner with the help of
Active Appearance Models (AAMs). Therefore, a variant
of AAM robust to illumination is f tted to a sequence of
face images to get a parametric description of the user’s
face. The paper shows how to apply these parameters for
human state estimation in terms of attention and emo-
tion positivity. Furthermore, we show how to utilize Tem-
poral Event Mapping with the AAM parameters to learn
head gestures and head gesture semantics online during
the human-robot dialog.
Index Terms— Active Appearance Model, Gesture Recog-
nition, Visual Attention, Human Emotion Recognition
1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the growing occurrence of assistive robots more and
more inexperienced and non-instructed users are getting in
touch with such robots. Hence, a lot of effort has been spent
on enabling a natural human-robot dialog in service and as-
sistive robotics during the last years.
Using visual information about the user can make a con-
tribution in this context by means of emotion classif cation,
head gesture interpretation, and extraction of the user’s visual
focus of attention.
One exemplary application, where the human-robot in-
teraction can be signif cantly improved with the help of vi-
sual features is the touch screen based dialog for companion
robots. In such situations it is very important for the system
to know if the user is attentive and can follow the instructions
or information displayed on the screen. This becomes even
more important if the robot should encourage the user to do
some specif c task he might not really want to do. For exam-
ple, home companion robots for people suffering from cogni-
tive impairment should activate the user to do some cognitive
training to delay the impact of their disease [1]. In that case,
it is very important to have information about the user’s vi-
sual focus to derive a measure of attention. Furthermore, the
This work is partially funded from the European Communitys
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Fig. 1. System Overview. First, an AAM is f tted to the input
image containing the user’s face. Based upon the obtained
model parameters the emotion estimation module tries to es-
timate a linear user positivity value. The attention and ges-
ture recognition model extracts the head pose from the model
parameters and estimates the user attention and head ges-
ture.
system should be able to recognize whether the user is get-
ting bored or happy by doing the exercises. Therefore, some
kind of emotion scale is necessary to measure the positivity of
the user’s emotion over time. The interactivity of the dialog
could be further improved by supporting some basic kinds of
head gestures like head nodding or head shaking.
Active Appearance Models (AAMs) [2] have been estab-
lished to characterize non-rigid objects, like human heads,
and can be used to analyze the user’s state based on visual
features. The AAM is f tted to an input image with the users
face to give an exact match in terms of texture and shape by
adjusting the model parameters. Afterwards, the parameters
of the AAM can be utilized to extract information about the
user’s state (Fig. 1). The main advantage of using an AAM
is the holistic representation of the face.
This work suggests a holistic framework to extract the
user’s attention as well as the user’s emotion and to learn
head gestures and head gesture semantics online based on an
AAM. The paper is organized as follows: After an overview
of the related work, Sect. 3 gives a brief description of the
basics of AAMs. Sect. 4 introduces the holistic evaluation
system. Sect. 5 shows the results which have been achieved
with the proposed methods. The paper concludes with a sum-
mary and an outlook to ongoing work in Sect. 6.
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2. RELATEDWORK
The work comprises the tasks of emotion estimation, extrac-
tion of the visual focus, and head gesture classif cation. All
of these tasks require information about the user’s head. A
wide range of different methods can be found in the literature
using different kinds of feature extraction and classif cation
approaches. In the following, we give a brief overview of
different methods, which have been applied for the specif c
tasks.
2.0.1. Emotion Recognition
Different authors focused on examining various methods to
classify emotions using AAMs. The different classif ers used
for that task range from Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [3]
and Neural Networks [4] to Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
[5]. The similarity of these approaches is that they try to
map the user’s emotion into discrete basis emotions. Using
the discrete emotion classes is not the only way to explain
human emotions. Breazeal and Scassellati show in [6] that
emotions can also be arranged in a tree dimensional continu-
ous emotion space. Whereas one dimension of the continuous
emotion space is the positivity of the emotion. However, to
the best of our knowledge there is no approach which tries to
map the emotion space onto a linear positivity scale with the
help of AAMs.
2.0.2. Visual Focus of Attention
Basically, a person’s visual focus is determined by eye gaze.
However, the proposed systems in the literature require high
resolution of the eyes [7]. However, the head pose can be re-
garded as a low pass f ltered eye gaze and therefore, can be
utilized to get information about the visual focus [8]. Hid-
den Markov Models are a very common way to extract the
focus of attention from a sequence of head poses [8, 9, 10].
However, the mentioned methods try to extract a focus of at-
tention in terms of certain objects or persons, which lies not
in the scope of this paper.
2.0.3. Head Gesture Recognition
Known approaches for head gesture recognition are quite sim-
ilar to that of visual attention estimation. Again, the head
pose is extracted and evaluated over time. A common way to
enable the time based evaluation is to apply Neural Networks
as shown in [11]. Furthermore, SVM Classif cation as uti-
lized in [12] or Hidden Markov Models [13] can be applied
for head gesture classif cation. Nevertheless, the proposed
methods are not able to learn head gestures online and there-
fore are not appropriate to learn new head gesture semantics
during the human-robot dialog.
3. BASICS OF ACTIVE APPEARANCEMODELS
Active Appearance Models, f rst introduced in [2], provide
a good way to model non-rigid objects within the scope of
image processing and are, therefore, very popular to model
human faces or viscera. The AAM itself is a combination of
two statistical models. First, the shape model represents the
geometry of the object. Secondly, the appearance model al-
lows the modeling of the object texture within the normalized
mean shape of the model. The models are built by training
images, which are labeled with landmark points on certain
positions of the object. These n landmark locations build
up the shape s = (x1, y1, ..., xn, yn)T of an AAM instance.
Using a Principle Component Analysis (PCA) for all training
shapes, the resulting shape model can be represented by a set
of shape parameters p combined with the basis shapes si:
s(p) = s0 +
nX
i=1
pisi. (1)
Afterwards, a triangulation of the mean shape s0 is used to
establish a relation between the labeled points and the sur-
face of the object. With the help of surface triangles, every
single point on arbitrary shape si can be warped to a destina-
tion shape sj using an aff ne transformation. As shown in [14]
we can describe this transformation asW (x;p), which maps
a point x = (x, y)T within the model shape to the shape
def ned by the parameters p. This transformation is used af-
terwards to build the appearance model, which is very similar
to the shape model. The important difference is that each tex-
ture sample Ai, def ned by the training images, is warped to
the mean shape s0, using the described aff ne transformation.
The texture parameters resulting from the subsequent PCA
are denoted as λ. Therefore the texture object is very similar
to the Eigenface approach:
A(λ) = A0 +
mX
i=1
λiAi ,∀x ∈ s0. (2)
The resulting AAM can represent any object instanceM cov-
ered by the training data using the shape parameter vector p
and the appearance parameter vector λ using (3).
M(W (x,p)) = A0(x) +
mX
i=1
λiAi(x) ,∀x ∈ s0. (3)
The goal of f tting an AAM to an unknown image, as de-
f ned by [2], is to minimize the squared difference between
the synthesized model and the given image. Using gradient
descent to solve this problem leads to a very eff cient f tting
algorithm. To overcome the problem of simultaneous op-
timization of shape- and appearance parameters, Baker and
Matthews introduced the Project-Out gradient descent image
alignment algorithm [15]. As the exact formulation of the f t-
ting algorithm lies beyond the scope of this paper, the reader
is referred to [14, 15] for more detailed information.
Increasing AAM Robustness Due to the principle of min-
imizing the difference between the input image and the syn-
thesized model, the f tting process is very sensitive to differ-
ences between the training images and the images used dur-
ing model f tting [16]. Such changes are caused by varying
illumination, induced by head movement or changing lighting
conditions. Furthermore, as a result of the local optimization
characteristics of AAMs the f tting process is quite sensitive
to getting stuck in local minima and, therefore, may cause a
bad match. As we have already shown in [17] the f tting per-
formance of AAMs under real world conditions can be sig-
nif cantly improved with the help of the adaptive retinex f lter
and the adaptive parameter f tting. The detailed description
of both approaches lies beyond the scope of this paper, so the
user is referred to [17] for detailed information.
4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The f ttedAAM provides a parameterized version of the user’s
face in terms of texture and shape, it is a solid base to build
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the user state estimation system. Hence, the system can be
divided into three basic subsystems induced by the different
user state features (Fig. 3).
4.1. Emotion Positivity Estimation
The emotion classif cation tries to map the user’s visual emo-
tional state into a 1D emotion space coding the emotion pos-
itivity. Unfortunately, the common facial emotion databases
are labeled in terms of the seven common emotion classes
(neutral, happy, sad, disgust, surprise, fear, anger). Neverthe-
less, according to [6], these basis emotions can be mapped
onto a linear positivity scale to form a one dimensional emo-
tion space (Fig. 2). The task of the positivity estimation mod-
ule is to learn a generalized relationship between the AAM
parameters f = (p, λ) and the corresponding positivity value
vp of the one dimensional emotion space. As the desired
mapping is only def ned for a sparsely distributed set of sam-
ples points the function approximator should provide good
generalization abilities. Therefore we use the method of ep-
silon Support Vector Regression provided by the LibSVM
[18] software library for function approximation.
Although the proposed system should be able to provide
the desired function approximation there are still two prob-
lems which have to be considered in advance. The f rst prob-
lem addresses the dimension of the feature vector f used for
regression. Due to the high number of model parameters,
needed for synthesis of a wide range of different people, the
feature vector has a typical dimension between 50 and 100.
The training samples on the other side depend upon the used
database and are typically limited to a few hundred samples.
To reduce the problems arising from that high dimensional
feature vector we apply a weighting of the single feature di-
mensions. Thus, we have computed the correlation values cv
of every dimension i with the positivity values to obtain the
weighted parameter set fˆi:
fˆi = fi · cv(fi) (4)
The second problem, the system has to face, are the different
characteristics and strength of emotions of different people.
Several experiments have shown that a single frame based
evaluation is likely to fail for certain people if the neutral
face of a specif c person is quite different from the mean neu-
tral face. This, for example, is the case if a person is always
looking a bit sad or bored by pulling down the corners of
the mouth even when expressing a neutral emotion. In this
case, the classif cation fails for almost all different emotions.
One way to cope with this problem is to integrate temporal
information into the classif cation process. In that case, the
model can be adapted to that specif c person by adjusting the
base line for the extracted model parameters. As a result,
the parameters used for regression fˆr are coded as a differ-
ence between the current weighted model parameters fˆi of
the f tted model and the determined neutral parameters fˆn of
the specif c person. Obviously, the proposed method relies
Fig. 2. Mapping from the emotion space with 7 emotions to a
linear positivity space.
Fig. 3. System Architecture. The 1D positivity measure is re-
alized by applying SVR. Therefore, the AAM parameters are
scaled and the person specif c mean is removed. The attention
estimation and head gesture recognition rely on the extracted
head pose. For the attention estimation the head poses are
aggregated over time to compute the variance and derive an
attention measure. The head gestures in turn are recognized
by applying the Temporal Event Mapping [19] with clustered
head poses. Temporal smoothing is applied for all subsystems
to reduce input parameter noise.
on the known neutral reference parameters fˆn for every user.
Unfortunately, gathering these reference can be quite diff cult
under real world conditions, as the users initial emotion is not
necessary a neutral one. To overcome this limitation, we try
to estimate the user’s neutral face over time. Therefore we
assume, that a neutral mean face of every person can be es-
timated as the median of the person’s model parameters over
different time scales (short term or long term depending on
the expected dialog time).
Furthermore, a person identif cation by means of a near-
est neighbor classif cation of the model parameters is applied
to enable the system to deal with several persons. The mean
face parameters are acquired and stored in a database sepa-
rately for every single person for later usage (Fig. 3).
4.2. Attention and Gesture Estimation
As already mentioned in Sect. 2, the head pose can be re-
garded as a good indicator for the visual focus of attention of
the user. As the AAM parameters contain information about
the shape of the user’s head these parameters can also be ap-
plied to extract information about the user’s head pose.
4.2.1. Estimation of Head Pose from AAM Parameters
The shape parameters of an AAM depend on the images used
during the training stage. As a result, the shape parameters
will also contain head movements like panning and tilting, if
these movements are part of the training set. Unfortunately,
due to the nature of PCA, which is applied during the model
creation stage, these specif c head movements are not natu-
rally split into separate shape parameters. However, the sep-
aration of the panning and tilting movements of the head can
be forced in two different ways. First, the movements can
be created synthetically as already shown in [14] for global
shape parameters like scaling and rotation. The drawback of
this method is that some information about the 3D shape of
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the head is required in advance. The second approach con-
sists of a careful design of the training data set, which can
be achieved by adding rotated faces of up to 45 degree to the
training database. In this way, the variance of the panning
and tilting movements will exceed the variance of the other
shape parameters and therefore are split into different shape
parameters. In the reverse direction the values of these two
parameters can be used to obtain information about the head
panning and tiling when the AAM is f tted to the user’s face.
Own experiments have shown that using this kind of model
construction can lead to correlation values of 0.93 to 0.98 be-
tween the mentioned shape parameter and ground truth pan-
ning and tilting of the user’s face.
4.2.2. Measuring Visual Attention
Extracting the user’s head pose over time leads to a good mea-
sure of the user’s visual focus. The visual focus in turn can be
regarded as a good measure of the visual attention of the user.
Hence, the visual attention can be derived from the statistics
of the head movement over time. If a user focuses on one spe-
cif c region, the head movement over time is minimal. Con-
sequently, the visual attention focus can be extracted using
the mean values for the horizontal and vertical head angles of
the last t head poses. Furthermore, computing the variance
of the last t head poses leads to a measure of the straight-
ness of the user’s visual focus. By combining the mean head
pose and the head pose variance a measure of visual focus
and visual attention can be extracted. If the head pose vari-
ance is low, then the user is focused on one specif c point
which can be obtained from the mean head pose values. If
the variance, in terms, is high, then the user is not focused on
one specif c point and therefore can be regarded as inatten-
tive for several f elds of applications. The specif c boundary
value which has to be def ned for the variance to distinguish
attentive from inattentive head pose sequences can be experi-
mentally obtained by evaluating the minimum and maximum
variance values of attentive head pose sequences.
4.2.3. Head Gesture Recognition
The recognition of arbitrary head gestures involves the detec-
tion of a def ned sequence of head poses. Common head ges-
ture recognition approaches apply HMM [13], SVM [12] or
Neural Networks [11] for sequence classif cation part. How-
ever, all of these classif ers have to be trained off ine. Further-
more, the representation of time, which seems to be crucial
for gesture detection, cannot be naturally modeled.
In [19] Schill and Zimmer introduced the Temporal Event
Mapping approach, which is quite similar to the well known
HMMs but has an explicit representation of time and no sep-
aration into training and run-time phase due to lifelong learn-
ing. Hence, the approach models system observations and
transitions between these observations as a connected obser-
vations graph whereas the transitions are annotated with tran-
sitions durations. Whenever a new system state is observed,
energies are generated for corresponding observation recep-
tors R. These energies are passed to the connected receptors
as the system observation changes. If the expected observa-
tion and transition duration (coded by the connected recep-
tors) matches the new system observation the corresponding
energy is boosted or damped otherwise. Therefore the en-
ergy value is increasing as long as the observation sequence
matches the expected observations def ned by the temporal
event map. An observation sequence is recognized if the en-
ergy exceeds a def ned recognition value (Fig. 4). The life-
Fig. 4. Energy levels in the Temporal Event Map after differ-
ent time steps of an observation sequence (disregarding the
creation of new receptors). Energies are coded using differ-
ent colors (white - no energy, dark blue - high energy, red -
energy above recognition boundary). The edges are labeled
with the duration of the state changes. New energies are gen-
erated or passed to the following receptors whenever the ob-
servation cluster changes. Energies are boosted or damped
according to the expected observations (following receptor
state and edge duration). The observed gesture is recognized
in timestep 5.
long and online learning is guaranteed as new transitions and
systems states are generated if the current observations can-
not be recognized by the temporal event map.
Since the temporal event map is learned without a teacher,
the semantics between a recognized observation sequence and
the corresponding gesture meaning is missing. As the ges-
tures should be learned and recognized online no previous
knowledge about the observation sequences or even the mean-
ing of the gestures are known in advance. As a result, the se-
mantics have to be learned online by the dialog system. We
added a variety of hebbian learning to enable the learning of
gesture semantics. Whenever the dialog system detects a in-
teraction from the user - for example detecting the Yes Key-
word - it creates a new gesture class for this specif c action.
Each active receptor in turn has the ability to establish and
reinforce hebbian weights to the new gesture class, whenever
the class is generated by the dialog system. Thus, receptors,
which can be associated with a specif c gesture class will have
a strong weight to this particularly gesture class. In reverse,
if a receptor is active and has a strong weight to a specif c
gesture class the class will be activated and the gesture is rec-
ognized.
For the realization of the head gesture recognition system
the system observations are coded according to the relative
head panning and tilting movement in two consequtive image
frames. The panning and tilting is converted to a 360 degree
direction vector. Afterwards the direction vector is associ-
ated with 6 equally sized head direction classes. As an extra
direction class is introduced for very small head movements
the system state can be described with 7 different observation
classes.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents experimental results we achieved by us-
ing the described approaches. Therefore, the system is eval-
uated on the publicly available FG-Net database [20], which
consists of images sequences of 18 people showing the ba-
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the generic and the person-
specif c evaluation. For the neutral sequence the generic
evaluation (blue line) fails to detect the persons emotion
while the modif ed version (red line) is able to adapt to the
persons neutral face (left). The same results are presented
for a sequence starting with a neutral emotion and ending
with a happy emotion. Again the generic evaluation fails, be-
cause it is not able to cope with the emotions of the specif c
person.
sic emotions. The database is quite challenging and realistic
as authors of the database tried to capture realistic emotions.
Furthermore, we recorded a number of test sequences at our
lab, to evaluate the proposed attention measuring system and
the head gesture recognition.
5.1. Positivity Measure
Since all of the sequences of the FG-Net database starting
with a neutral emotion, images with clearly expressed emo-
tions have to be identif ed and labeled with the corresponding
positivity values. After this, the Support Vector Regression
can be trained using cross validation applying the leave one
out strategy for every single person. As the neutral face for
every person in the database is known, the average mean face
can be easily computed. Unfortunately, due to the used re-
gression technique the system cannot be directly compared
to well known classif cation systems. Nevertheless, the RMS
error between the ground truth emotion value and the ob-
tained value can be computed as an indicator of system per-
formance. To show the usefulness of the proposed extensions,
namely the person specif c neutral face (NF) and the feature
weighting (FW) Table 1 shows the different RMS errors ob-
tained for the FG-Net database. Since the positivity differ-
Table 1. Results of the Support Vector Regression
used extension train RMSE test RMSE
SVR using NF + FW 0.04 0.16
SVR using FW 0.04 0.21
SVR using NF 0.04 0.19
SVR 0.05 0.24
ence between certain emotion can go down to 0.1, the RMS
error of the proposed system seems to be quite high. Never-
theless, the system can still give a good hint on person pos-
itivity for the challenging FG-Net database. The proposed
extensions lead to a more robust estimation. Particularly if
the neutral face of a person is quite different from the mean
neutral face, the proposed integration of the person specif c
mean face can lead to a great improvement (Fig. 5).
5.2. Attention Estimation
To evaluate the proposed attention measure under real world
conditions, we have recorded 23 test sequences from 8 dif-
ferent persons at our lab. The people where asked to watch
several video clips in front of a computer monitor, while they
were monitored. During the f rst stage of the experiment, the
Fig. 6. Comparison between the head poses of an attentive
and an inattentive person. The aggregated head pose angle
histogram (5 frames) given along the x-axis, where red is in-
dicating a high count and blue is indicating a low count. The
corresponding variance is displayed on the right side of each
angle histogram. The variance values for the attentive se-
quence are always below the variance threshold (red line) in-
dicating an attentive person, whereas the values for the inat-
tentive sequence crosses the threshold several times.
test person where watching an exciting movie, to get an at-
tentive video sequence. In the second stage, the test persons
where watching a boring video, while another person enters
the room and tries to distract the test person by talking to her
or letting things fall on the ground. Afterwards, the recorded
image sequences were labeled manually in terms of visual at-
tention and compared to the results of the proposed attention
system.
Exemplary plots of the horizontal head pose and the cor-
responding variance values of two sequences are given in Fig.
6. Obviously, the variance of the head pose is a good measure
for the straightness of the head pose. As a consequence, the
variance is a feasible measure to derive the user’s attention.
If the variance is above a certain threshold the attention value
will decrease. We have tested the described method against
hand labeled attention values of all sequences comparing the
attention values. The resulting ROC curve generated by vary-
ing the variance threshold is given in Fig. 7. A major prob-
lem of the current attention evaluation arises from the miss-
ing consideration of the user’s eye gaze. This leads to false
attention values in situations in which the eye gaze is more
important than the head direction. However, since the head
pose can be regarded as a low pass f ltered eye gaze, these
effects are not important on a larger time scale of several sec-
onds. Therefore, the proposed system is able to detect user’s
inattentiveness which last for at least 1 second quite well and
can be used as a good indicator for user’s visual attention.
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Fig. 7. ROC curve of the presented attention estimation
system. The curve is obtained by varying the attentive-
inattentive threshold.
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Fig. 8. True positive (TP) and false positive (FP) rates for
the detection of both head gestures depending on the number
of training samples.
5.3. Head Gesture Recognition
For evaluating the head gesture recognition, test sequences of
different people from our lab were recorded. Each person was
asked to perform a series of natural head shaking and head
nodding gestures. They sequences start with three repetitions
of head shaking and head nodding which are used from the
dialog system to create the gesture classes for the introduced
hebbian weights of the Temporal Event Mapping. Afterwards
the sequences contains a series of f ve head shaking and f ve
head nodding gestures in random order.
Afterwards the random sequence of head gestures was
evaluated with a changing number of gesture class training
samples. Accordingly, the number of triggered gesture classes
which result in hebbian learning steps is varying between one
and three. The results of the true positive and false positive
rates for both head gestures are given in Fig. 8. Obviously,
the recognition rate is quite low if only one gesture learn-
ing step is performed. However, the true positive rate for
both gestures increase considerably as the number of train-
ing samples increases. This effect can be explained with the
varying strenght of the different gestures even for one single
person. Performing the same gesture with varying strength
might lead to other active receptors in the temporal event map
and therefore the detection fails. However, three repetitions
for head shaking and head nodding gestures seems to be suf-
f cient for robust detections. Futhermore, the false positive
rates for both gestures are low even for a changing number
of training samples. For that reason, the proposed gesture
classif cation can be used as a valuable input channel for the
dialog system to support natural human-robot interaction.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper we present a way to extract user attention and
emotion utilizing the shape and texture parameter from a f t-
ted Active Appearance Model. We focus on improving the
human-robot interaction and, therefore, apply a linear emo-
tion measure, which determines the emotion positivity. Fur-
thermore, to improve the emotion estimation, we suggest to
use a correlation based weighting of the AAM parameter and
a person specif c neutral reference. In combination with Sup-
port Vector Regression (SVR) the proposed system is tested
on the FG-Net database showing promising results for deter-
mining user emotion positivity over time. We also show how
the AAM shape parameters can be utilized to estimate the
user’s head pose and derive a measure of attention using the
distribution of the head pose over time. Compared to hand
labeled attention values, the system is able to estimate the
attention value quite well. In addition, we propose a head
gesture recognition based on the temporal event mapping ap-
proach. Continuing our work, we will integrate the proposed
system into a dialog system [21]. This will be very helpful to
examine how the proposed emotion and attention values can
be utilized to enable a more natural human-robot interaction.
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